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Matter 20  
 

Small sites and small housing developments 
 

 
Comment 
 
Are the presumption in favour of small housing developments of between 1 and 25 
homes in Policy H2 and the targets in Table 4.2 justified and deliverable and will the 
policy be effective? In particular: 
 
a) Is the modelling of delivery from small sites in the SHLAA justified, including 
reliance on PTALs? 
 
The Council strongly objects to the proposed policy direction and methodology for 
sites of less than 0.25ha (or sites for 1-25 homes) linked to the objections to Policy 
H1, based on the 2017 GLA SHLAA methodology (NLP/HOU/002), as referred to in 
paragraph 4.2.4 of the Draft London Plan (DLP, NLP/CD/01).  The policy approach 
(Approach 3 in the 2017 SHLAA) results in the Borough’s small site target increasing 
by 677 per annum from 352 units per annum to 1029 units per annum.  The 
significant increase of 677 units is  larger than the Borough’s current minimum 
annual housing target of 641 units.  
 
The Inspectors report (para 55) into the Further Alterations to the London Plan 
(FALP) noted that the Mayor’s population and household projections 2013 SHMA 
and SHLAA were based on good evidence and robust methodology.   The previous 
methodology used in the 2013 SHLAA was based on past trends of completions on 
sites of less than 0.25ha over an eight year period.   
 
During the most recent SHLAA (NLP/HOU/002) process boroughs were not 
consulted about the modelling of small sites that has resulted in a three-fold increase 
of the figure for Bromley.  The detailed methodology was instead developed after the 
methodology consultation, with the stated intention of sharing with boroughs at a 
later date for comment.  The final methodology was finalised in early 2017 but the 
revised methodology for modelling small site targets for the boroughs was not 
shared until October 2017 prior to the finalisation of the 2017 SHLAA.  A timeline of 
correspondence between the GLA and the Borough is attached at Appendix 1 for 
information.  The comparison of the results from the different SHLAA approaches is 
summarised in the table below. 
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Year Trend Based Density/ 

Intensification based 
London Plan Policy 

 8 Year 12 Year  2016 
(FALP) 

2017 
(Draft) 

2013 SHLAA 352 N/A N/A 352 N/A 

 Approach 
1 

Approach 
2 

Approach                      
3 

- - 

2017 SHLAA 235 313 1029 N/A 1029 

Table 1 Small sites SHLAA data for Bromley Borough 
 
The consultation and Examination of the DLP (NLP/CD/01) represents the only 
opportunity for Councils to provide feedback about the deliverability of the small sites 
targets.  The Council’s clear feedback is that this is an unrealistic target unsupported 
by evidence that it is unachievable without setting aside other objectives of the 
London Plan; adopted and emerging Local Plan policies, and the principles of 
sustainable development set out in the NPPF (NLP/GD/03). 
 
The GLA small sites methodology assumes 1% of the existing stock of houses will 
increase in density in areas which benefit from  PTALs of 3 to 6 or area within 800m 
of a railway station or tube station or a town centre.  This simplistic approach fails to 
recognise the variation in accessibility provided by Central London tube stations and 
outer suburban rail stations (for example Chelsfield station with 4 - 6 trains hourly of 
which 2 – 3 to London).  This variation in accessibility could affect the viability and 
importantly the realistic delivery of the theoretical level of development proposed by 
the DLP (NLP/CD/01).  
 
Growth factors are then applied to the notional 1%.  Whilst justification on the basis 
of trend data is provided for the growth factors, there is no justification provided for 
the initial 1% figure – this is simply a ‘policy on’ assumption with no evidential basis 
that such increases in density are achievable without significantly undermining other 
planning objectives of the DLP (NLP/CD/01), adopted and draft Local Plans.  These 
include policy approaches set out on housing and design relating to privacy, outlook 
and loss of garden land. 
 
For example, Bromley’s adopted UDP (Policy H10) and draft Local Plan (draft Policy 
44) designate ‘Areas of Special Residential Character’.  The requirements of these 
designations, relating to respecting, complementing and, with regard to the draft 
Local Plan, enhancing the qualities of the areas,  will involve the careful design of 
development proposals and should be factored into any assumed densities.  The 
reduction to 0.25% in Conservation Areas is noted, however, again there is no 
evidential basis to validate this figure. 
 
b) Is it realistic to expect the small sites target to be achieved in the outer London 
Boroughs? 
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It is unrealistic to expect the draft London Plan small sites target to be achieved in 
several of the Outer London Boroughs.  
 
In summary, the reasons are: -  
 

i. The step up from historic rates to the ten year target, and the annualised 
average;  
 

ii. The proportion of all completions expected from unidentified small sites is too 
great by comparison with identified large sites;  
 

iii. There is a lack of evidence as to whether this key change of policy is realistic 
and in particular a proper analysis of harm to the planning objectives.  
 

iv. It is not clear how the SHLAA 2017 combined with draft policy H2 and the 
concept of Design Codes can be related to existing Local Plan policies so as 
to achieve the small sites target. 

 
We have used Bromley Borough as a Case Study to demonstrate the Council’s 
concerns.  
 

i. The step up from historic rates to the ten year target, and the annualised 
average;  
 

ii. The proportion of all completions expected from unidentified small sites 
is too great by comparison identified large sites;  
 

 
On (i) and (ii), from 2017 SHLAA (NLP/HOU/002) Table 9.5 (reproduced at 
Appendix 2) it is clear that some Outer London Boroughs have a much higher % of 
completions from Small Sites compared with the London-wide average. Thus in 
Bromley, Richmond and Sutton, over 70% of all completions are due to be from 
Small Sites. In Bromley Borough, the DLP proposed increase in Small Sites 
completions exceeds the entire annual housing target in the London Plan (2016).The 
SHLAA (NLP/HOU/002) only identifies Large Sites so there is heavy reliance upon 
the small sites modelling methodology, on which the Council has raised strong 
objections; see Matter 20(a) response above.  
 
iii. There is a lack of evidence as to whether this key change of policy is 

realistic and in particular a proper analysis of harm to the planning 
objectives.  

 
 
On (iii), in the absence of analysis of potential harm to other planning objectives in 
the DLP or its supporting documents, Bromley Council has carried out its own 
analysis. The Council examined Planning Appeal decisions in Bromley Borough in 
2017/18, the last full year available. It has isolated and analysed the dismissed 
appeals on Small Sites within the Borough. These appeals represent proposals that 
the developers are committed enough to pursue at appeal. The dismissed appeal 
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decisions also show why both the Council and the Planning Inspectorate consider 
they are not acceptable under current policies.  
 
The DLP Small Sites policy in effect relies on a relaxation of planning criteria for 
Small Sites to achieve higher completions [albeit largely by proxy via future Design 
Codes]. The reasons for appeal dismissal offer clarity about the planning objectives 
or criteria that would need to be relaxed. They are then the tangible examples of the 
FALP Inspector’s concern over the impact on London’s existing communities.  
 
Appendix 3 (a) (Table and Map) provides details of the Reasons for Dismissal from 
Inspectors’ appeal decisions which by definition are of such harm as to warrant 
refusal.  The Appendix 3(a) data selects only Small Sites that are located inside 800 
metres of Town Centre and Stations, that is the draft London Plan’s Intensification  
Areas. 
 
The most frequent reasons for dismissal of appeals on small sites were: - 
Character/Appearance and Living Conditions.   
 
The ‘Living Conditions’ reasons are usually harm by way of an unacceptable impact 
on existing neighbours and future occupiers.  Examples of the harm caused by the 
proposals to existing neighbours are:-  an overbearing impact on adjoining homes 
and gardens; a poor outlook; reduced light.  Examples of the harm to future 
occupiers leading to appeal dismissal are:- space standards failing to meet national 
and development plan standards; inadequate light.  
 
The ‘Character and Appearance’ reasons include harm caused by cramped and 
discordant features, bulk and massing. These reasons must be overcome if 
development is to comply with existing and DLP (NLP/CD/01) and Local Plan policy 
and the NPPF (NLP/GD/03). It follows that without a change in policy to a more 
permissive approach that allows such proposals, numbers of Small Sites 
permissions and completions would not increase on these appeal sites due to the 
harm caused.  Thus Appendix 3 does provide tangible evidence of the FALP 
Inspector’s concern (FALP Inspector Report paragraph 55 last sentence) about the 
impact on existing communities in London from intensifying development in the built 
up area. 
 
In any event, Appendix 3(b) shows that the net grand total of all dwellings dismissed 
on appeal on Small Sites in Bromley Borough in 2017/2018 was 225. The proposed 
increase under the DLP on Small Sites per annum in Bromley Borough is 677 (based 
on comparison between SHLAA 2017 Table 9.6 and SHLAA 2013 Table 3.16). At 
that level, we would need to compromise planning objectives in clear conflict with 
other London Plan/DLP policies and the NPPF to achieve the turnaround in housing 
completions from Small Sites, based on Bromley Draft Local Plan Policy 37 
(Appendix 3(c) and NPPF Section 12 including paragraph 127. 
 
Therefore, there is clear evidence that the Small Sites target in Bromley Borough as 
an example of Outer London boroughs, is unrealistic. 
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iv  It is not clear how the SHLAA 2017 combined with draft policy H2 and 
the concept of Design Codes can be related to existing Local Plan 
policies so as to achieve the small sites target. 

 
Policy H2 is the principal means by which the small sites target is to be achieved by 
the draft London Plan. The policy H2 has components (A) to (HC) (as modified).   
 
It is difficult to apply Policy H2 due to the wide range of requirements, cross 
references and caveats that it comprises.  For example, policy element H2(E) refers 
to H2(D) across to H2(B) and then, in H2(B)(2) across to H2(D2), excluding 
exempted areas listed in H2(F).  This is likely to cloud the assessment of accordance 
with the Policy H2 in any event. 
 
It seeks, at H2(E) to apply a presumption in favour of small housing development 
“unless it can be demonstrated that the development would give rise to an 
unacceptable level of harm that outweighs the benefits of additional housing 
provision”. On that basis, it is likely that the dismissed appeal sites in Bromley shown 
in this written statement under part (iii) above would be dismissed under draft policy 
H2.  That would not realistically achieve the small sites target. 
 
The modified supporting text 4.2.8A suggests that:  
 
“In view of the objectives of this policy, boroughs should promote well-designed 
small housing developments which respond positively to local character and the 
opportunity to accommodate additional housing on a particular site and should not 
refuse applications because of a conflict with local policies where these policies are 
inconsistent with Policy H2 and pre-date the publication of the London Plan.” 
 
This approach extends the reach of London Plan policy beyond the normal measure 
of “general conformity”.  If the target rests upon that approach it is unlikely to be a 
realistic target. 
 
For all its length, there is a lack of evidence in either H2, it supporting text or the 
2017 SHLAA to show the figures in Table 4.2 are realistic. The local evidence in 
Bromley shows the opposite. 
 
c) Has adequate consideration been given to the cumulative impact of this policy on, 
amongst other things, infrastructure, affordable housing provision and the character 
of some neighbourhoods as referred to in paragraph 4.2.5? 
 
Small sites are more difficult to plan for in terms of their impact on social 
infrastructure and are also less likely to make a contribution to new social 
infrastructure including affordable housing, transport and health and education 
contributions.  The cumulative effect of small site development not making a 
significant contribution to social infrastructure should not be underestimated. 
 
The GLA’s Integrated Impact Assessment (NLP/CD/02) makes observations in 
relation to the above on page 137 (under Draft Policy H1) stating that: 
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“In relation to increasing the density of development, additional detail could be 
provided on the supporting infrastructure required to underpin growth.  This could 
include proximity to schools, health centres, public and active transport infrastructure 
and open space.  The policy could also provide reference to high quality design and 
layout of development in order to mitigate potentially adverse impacts associated 
with high density, mixed-use development”. 
 
It is considered that the delivery of the increased small site targets will cumulatively 
impact upon the need for infrastructure provision.  This may not be sought 
depending upon the number of units being provided on site. 
 
d) Is the policy support for infill development within the curtilage of a house 
consistent with national policy in paragraph 53 of the NPPF which refers to resisting 
inappropriate development of residential gardens? 
 
The policy support for infill development within the curtilage of a house is not 
consistent with national policy in paragraph 53 of the NPPF (NLP/GD/03) that makes 
reference to resisting inappropriate development of residential gardens.  Paragraph 
53 of the 2012 NPPF states that local planning authorities should consider the case 
for setting out policies to resist inappropriate development of residential gardens, for 
example where development would cause harm to the local area.  The policy support 
for infill development within the curtilage of a house (Policy H2, Clause D 2) d)) is not 
entirely consistent with paragraph 53 of the NPPF.  The current NPPF (July 2018) 
reiterates the guidance set out in 2012 in paragraph 70. 
 
Policy H2 does not make reference to the option that exists for boroughs to consider 
the case for setting out policies through the local plan process to resist inappropriate 
development of residential gardens.  The Policy assumes a presumption in favour of 
small housing developments unless it can be demonstrated that the development 
would give rise to an unacceptable level of harm that outweighs the benefits of 
additional housing provision or does not comply with a design code. 
 
It is acknowledged the addition of footnote 37c is possibly aiming to help guide 
boroughs in relation to the ground coverage that an infill development might take up 
within the curtilage of a dwellinghouse.  Use of the General Permitted Development 
(England) Order 2015 criteria for permitted development does not directly relate to 
the considerations for planning applications that include new infill homes.  The use of 
the curtilage for an extension and / or outbuilding is very different to its use for a new 
home in terms of volume and height.  The adverse impact on existing, future and 
neighbouring occupiers in terms of residential amenity will be much more significant.  
The application of the footnote will adversely impact upon the residential amenity of 
the latter occupiers in addition to the character of residential areas within Clause D2. 
 
e) Will the provisions of Policy H2 provide an effective strategic context for the 
preparation of local plans and neighbourhood plans including support for custom, 
self-build and community-led housing?  
 
Policy H2 sets out what boroughs can do to help plan for the future development of 
small sites, for example through the preparation of design codes, identifying sites in 
local plans, brownfield registers and through Permission in Principle.  The policy sets 
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out in Clauses D - F the types of sites that might help to contribute to the small site 
supply (unless unacceptable harm can be demonstrated) and sites where the 
presumption in favour of small housing developments should not be applied. The 
minor change at Clause F 7B is supported in part for clarification but reference to 
private open spaces that are designated locally should also be made in recognition 
of their significant contribution to the residential environment.  
 
The Borough objects to the scale of delivery that is set annually through the targets 
in Table 4.2 that underpins the Policy.  This also relates to the objections to the 
methodology set out above.  The policy does not provide an effective strategic 
context for the preparation of local plans.  Of importance is how the GLA propose to 
support boroughs in including such large windfall allowances in five year housing 
land supply positions given the unpredictability of delivery on such a large scale?  
Advice on how boroughs can justify doing this (in light of previous small site delivery 
levels) and the sound evidence behind the methodology needs to be provided for 
inclusion in 5YHLS statements.     
 
Are the detailed criteria necessary and would they provide an effective basis for 
development management?  
 
Some of the detail within the policy is useful but overall the policy is overly 
prescriptive.  It would benefit from being divided up into separate related policies 
relating to small sites.  For example;  
 
(i) expectations of boroughs through the Local Plan / Neighbourhood Plan 
 process; 
(ii) appropriate / inappropriate sites and meaning of presumption in favour of 
 small housing developments; 
(iii) requirements on site and site assembly that would also relate to relevant 
 design related policies in the Plan. 
 
The relevance of Clause D2b is questioned unless it relates, for example, to the 
enlargement of an existing block of flats.   
 
Are the qualifications at Policy H2 HA-HC justified in themselves and would they 
effectively eliminate the positive presumption for small housing developments? 
 
As set above some of the qualifications are useful.  There is significant concern 
though regarding “no net loss of overall green cover” as small housing developments 
could justify not having adequate amenity space for future occupiers on site which is 
considered unacceptable.  Clause HC relating to the facilitation of neighbouring sites 
is considered overly prescriptive and in some cases could slow down delivery of 
units in an attempt to achieve such facilitation.  
 
The above does not dismiss other objections set out in this Statement. 
 
f) Based on the historic delivery from sites below 0.25ha (whether allocated or 
windfalls) how will the Plan’s expectations for delivery be achieved? 
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Policy Approach 3 in the 2017 SHLAA (NLP/HOU/002) results in the Borough’s small 
site target increasing by 677 per annum from 352 units per annum to 1029 units per 
annum.  Appendix 4 sets out the number of completions delivered on small sites 
from 2007/08.  Delivery ranges from 170 units to 500 units across the time period.  
This range is much lower than the draft small site target for the Borough which is not 
reflected in the Council’s Draft Local Plan. 
 
In relation to determining the capacity of new housing developments across London 
on small sites the 2017 SHLAA (NLP/HOU/002) sets out three approaches.  
Approaches 1 and 2 look at past trend data over two different time periods (2008/09 
– 2015/16 and 2004/05 – 2015/16) and set out a ten year capacity for each of the 
boroughs.  In Bromley Approach 1 calculates an annual capacity of 235 units per 
annum and Approach 2 calculates 313 units per annum.  The capacity from 
Approach 2 is not dissimilar to the current London Plan small site target for the 
Borough of 352 units per annum. 
 
Previous GLA SHLAA’s have used past trend data (over an eight year period) to help 
determine future housing capacity on small sites and the approach was considered 
to be robust.  The GLA Housing SPG (NLP/HOU/003) states in paragraph 1.1.29 of 
the SPG that: 
 
“Average annual trends over this timescale provide a consistent and appropriately 
long-term basis on which to estimate future supply, not least because they cover a 
full market cycle and take account of the impact of the recession. Trends also reflect 
particular local circumstances, for example, environmental/heritage designations and 
urban form. These specific points, together with the overall robustness of the 
SHLAA’s capacity estimates for small sites, were tested through an EiP and were 
accepted in the Planning Inspector’s Report on the 2015 London Plan. However, 
boroughs are encouraged to re-examine the potential capacity from small sites and 
explore policy approaches which may lead to the delivery of more homes on small 
sites where consistent with the Plan, or by identifying or allocating suitable sites in 
plans or Brownfield /small site registers.” 
 
Approach 3 examines the scope to increase housing completions on sites of less 
than 0.25ha in line with the policy changes proposed in the draft Plan including 
Policy H2.  The policy aim is to significantly increase the contribution that small sites 
can make and support gradual increases in the overall density of existing residential 
areas in suitable locations (paragraph 6.10 NLP/HOU/002).  As set out above the 
modelling assumes generally that 1% of the existing stock of houses will increase in 
density in areas which benefit from PTALs 3 to 6 or are within 800m of a tube 
station, a rail station or town centre boundary. This assumption is not supported by 
clear evidence.   
 
The modelling approach results in a ten year modelled figure of 9200 units for 
Bromley and when added to the adjusted windfall figure for the Borough using 
Approach 1 totals 10,290 units over the ten year period for small sites.  This 
represents 72% of the Borough’s draft housing target for the 10 year period 
compared to 55% in the 2016 London Plan.  The increase in the overall figure (from 
3520 in 2013 SHLAA to 10290 in 2017 SHLAA) for small sites illustrates the 
significant change for the Borough that is accentuated by the speed at which 
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monitoring for the target will commence (April 2019).  Based on past trends and the 
Council’s response to Matter 20b it is unclear how the Plans expectations for delivery 
will be achieved. 
 
It is acknowledged that the DLP (NLP/CD/01) proposes policy changes to help 
enable the delivery of the increased targets on small sites.  The viability and actual 
delivery of the increased targets is unclear and not supported by evidence of such a 
scale of delivery across the different boroughs.  To achieve the increase in small 
targets local compromises will have to be made in terms of increased harm to 
residential amenity, the lowering of design standards and the prevention of boroughs 
being able to establish their own local policies to protect garden land where 
appropriate.  
 
g) What will happen in the interim pending the work to prepare area-wide design 
codes referred to in Policy H2 B2)? 
 
Other relevant policies in the Plan (including design policies) should be reflected in 
Clause E to ensure that future development on small sites respects its surroundings 
and does not adversely impact upon the residential amenity of existing and future 
occupiers.  Small site development should be assessed in relation to the following: 
the impact on character, appearance and context of an area, no unacceptable loss of 
landscaping, natural habitats, play space or amenity space and no adverse impact 
upon the residential amenity of future or existing occupiers.  
 
The Council objects to paragraph 4.2.8A that states boroughs should not “refuse 
applications because of a conflict with local policies where these policies are 
inconsistent with Policy H2 and pre-date the publication of the London Plan”.  It is 
considered that this paragraph is overly restrictive and does not take into account the 
fact that Borough Local Plans incorporate policies that relate to areas of unique 
character that may not be fully consistent with the London Plan. 
 
Table 4.2 of the DLP (NLP/CD/01) sets out 10 year targets (2019/20 – 2028/29) for 
net housing completions on small sites (below 0.25 hectares in size).  This is 
consistent with the timescale for implementation of the 10 year targets for net 
housing completions overall set out in Table 4.1.  There is significant concern in 
relation to the speed at which the overall increased targets (and small site targets) 
will be implemented with monitoring commencing in April 2019.  In April 2019 the 
Examination in Public will still be taking place yet monitoring will have started on a 
policy that is still being debated.   
 
The general policy change, including the preparation of design codes and site briefs 
as set out in Clauses A – C will take some time to establish, until such time there will 
be an impact upon the actual delivery of forthcoming small site planning permissions 
and completions.  A transition period should be proposed for the implementation of 
the targets (albeit the targets are considered to be too high), in a similar way to the 
transition period for the housing delivery test in the 2018 NPPF.  This is actually 
acknowledged in paragraph 4.1.3 (Policy H1 Increasing Housing Supply) of the DLP 
(NLP/CD/01) that states: 
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Paragraph 4.3.1 “To achieve these housing targets the overall average rate of 
housing delivery on both large and small sites will need to approximately double 
compared to current average completion rates.  The Mayor recognises that 
development of this scale will require not just an increase in the number of homes 
approved but also a fundamental transformation in how homes are delivered.  The 
London Plan, London Housing Strategy (NLP/HOU/017) and Mayor’s Transport 
Strategy together provide a framework to help achieve this ambition but achieving 
this step change in delivery will require increased levels of funding to support the 
delivery of housing and infrastructure ..” 
 
It is also adhered to in paragraph 4.3.1 of the Plan that states the annual averages in 
Table 4.1 provide a benchmark for assessing the direction of travel towards ten-year 
housing targets both across London and by borough.  It acknowledges that there will 
inevitably be variations in completions from one year to the next as well as a degree 
of uncertainty in the delivery and phasing of large sites.  This contrasts with the 
minor change proposed at Policy H2 A 4A) that states Boroughs should achieve the 
targets for small sites set out in Table 4.2.  The minor change set out in Clause A, 4A 
is also not consistent with Clause B of Policy H3 that states “Net housing delivery on 
sites of less than 0.25 ha should contribute towards achieving the small sites targets 
in Table 4.2” as opposed to achieving the target. 
 
In light of the speed of target implementation (albeit that paragraph 4.3.1 makes 
reference to a ‘direction of travel’) there will be an increase in Section 78 planning 
appeals if targets are not met, including non-determination appeals.  This could 
make protected open space sites vulnerable to future housing development, 
including Green Belt, Metropolitan Open Land and Urban Open Space sites.  It is 
these categories of sites that were excluded from the London-wide SHLAAs for 
being unsustainable.     
 
Paragraph 4.1.8 makes reference to the fact that boroughs are supported in using 
windfall assumptions in their five-year housing trajectories based on the small site 
targets.  In light of the above objections relating to speed of implementation and lack 
of evidence to justify the small site target increase there is significant concern over 
whether such a windfall allowance could be justified or deliverable.  If boroughs are 
supported in including their small site targets in their five year trajectories it is 
proposed that the GLA would need to support them in Section 78 situations where a 
public inquiry examines housing land supply issues.   
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Appendix 1 
 
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (2017) Methodology 
December 2018 

 
1.  Introduction  
 
1.1. This Appendix sets out when the London Borough of Bromley were consulted on 

the 2016-2017 SHLAA (NLP/HOU/002) methodology.  It also sets out the 
level of involvement that the Borough did or did not have in developing 
Approach 3 for small sites that has determined the small site target for the 
Borough. 

 
 
2. Consultation Correspondence between the Greater London Authority and 

Bromley Borough on the 2017 SHLAA Methodology - Chronology 
 
01/12/2016 The GLA consult boroughs on the draft SHLAA methodology (2016) via 

email until 20th January 2017. 
 
Paragraph 5.5 of the Draft Methodology states the following: 
 
 “As stated above, additional scenario testing on small sites will also 
be undertaken to explore the potential for trends in housing completions in 
terms of delivery and density to be increased as a result of planning policy 
changes in the London Plan and Government reforms, for example, the 
scope for suburban intensification and whether the use of brownfield/small 
sites registers and permission in principle might increase housing delivery. 
The methodology and approach to scenario testing small sites ‘windfall’ 
assumptions will be developed in more detail at a later date and will be 
shared with boroughs for comment.”(LB Bromley emphasis) 
 

01/12/2016 A presentation is given by the GLA on the SHLAA methodology at London 
Council’s offices 
 

30/01/2017 LB Bromley submit draft comments on the draft SHLAA methodology 
 
End of January / early February 2017 The SHLAA methodology is 
finalised. 
 
Paragraph 5.5 of the Final SHLAA methodology is the same as the text 
included in paragraph 2.2 above reinforcing the intention of the GLA to 
share the scenario testing with boroughs. 

18/04/2017 The GLA send small site completion data and non-self-contained pipeline 
data to boroughs for checking.  This data only related to Approach 1 and 2 
of the 2017 SHLAA.  A deadline of 19/05/2017 is given to boroughs to 
check the accuracy of the data.  No data relating to Approach 3 was 
included for comments or checking. 

25/05/2017 LB Bromley reply to the GLA with observations on the above data for 
Approaches 1 and 2. 
 

20/07/2017 The GLA email specifying that small and large site figures for the boroughs 
are delayed and that they will be in touch with final figures and to explain 
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2. Consultation Correspondence between the Greater London Authority and 
Bromley Borough on the 2017 SHLAA Methodology - Chronology 

 
the approaches taken. 
 

16/08/2017 The GLA email boroughs specifying that they are still finalising the small 
site approach and that the large sites / non-self-contained sites are 
finalised. 
 

12/09/2017 The GLA email boroughs specifying that explanatory summary papers for 
the boroughs will be emailed the following week but do not include any 
information in relation to the approach taken for the additional scenario 
testing for small sites. 
 

26/09/2017 The GLA email LB Bromley’s DLP (NLP/CD/01) housing target and 
inform the Borough that this will be published on 29th November 2017 (as 
part of GLA SHLAA 2017 evidence base for DLP (NLP/CD/01) 
consultation). 
 

Note: - there has not been consultation on a Design Code method as part of SHLAA 
consultation. 

 
Conclusion 
 
LB Bromley was not consulted on the ‘Approach 3’ methodology yet this is the 
change that resulted in a threefold increase as shown in the Table below. 
 
 

Year Trend Based Density/ 
Intensification based 

London Plan Policy 

 8 Year 12 Year  2016 
(FALP) 

2017 
(Draft) 

2013 SHLAA 352 N/A N/A 352 N/A 

 Approach 
1 

Approach 
2 

Approach                      
3 

- - 

2017 SHLAA 235 313 1029 N/A 1029 

Table 1 (see also Matter 20 Statement text) Small Sites SHLAA data for Bromley 
Borough 
 
Note:  Data is per annum 
  SHLAA data 2017 Approach 1 Table 6.2 
     Approach 2 Table 6.4 
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APPENDIX 2 
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Appendix 3(a)  
 
Small sites within 800 metres of stations and town centres.  Dismissed Appeal 
Decisions 2017/2018.  Analysis of Reasons for Appeal Dismissal 
 
Footnotes to Appendix 3(a): 
(i) Column 'Dcc November 2018 Ref' provides a cross reference to a published 
report to Bromley Council Development Control Committee on 6/11/12018 Agenda 
Items 6 Appendix 1, which shows all types of appeal decision, first column  
 
https://cds.bromley.gov.uk/documents/s50064254/PLANNING%20APPEALS%20MO
NITORING%20REPORT%20-%20APRIL%202017%20to%20MARCH%202018%20-
%20UPDATE%20-%20Report.pdf  
 
(ii) Column 'Site Number' provides a cross reference to the accompanying map 
showing the location of the site. 
 
(iii) DC Ref provides the Council's application reference.  This can be input into the 
Council's website to obtain full details of the application and appeal. 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

172 3 5.1.18 17/02510 9 Hamlet Road, Anerley Erection of detached two storey 
building for one x 1-bed, two-person 
residential apartment and one x two-
bed, three-person residential 
apartment with associated refuse and 
cycle storage. 

1 –Harm to character and 
appearance of conservation 
area, fail to harmonise with its 
setting unacceptable. 
3 – Unacceptable overbearing 
impact on adjoining occupiers 

167 4 23.6.17 15/04995 7 & 8 Selby Road, Penge Demolition of existing garages and 
erection of 2 x2 bed dwellings with 
associated parking and landscaping. 1 – Significant adverse effect 

on character and appearance 
due to cramped layout and 
awkward relationship with the 
railway embankment. 
3 – Harmful to the living 
conditions of occupiers of 
adjoining flat. 

166 5 6.6.17 16/02684 186 Anerley Road, Penge Demolition of existing dwelling and 
erection of 4 x two-storey, 3 bedroom 
dwelling houses with accommodation 
at roof level; alterations to front 
boundaries, associated landscaping 
and formation of one dropped kerb. 

1 – Adverse effect on 
character and appearance due 
to cramped layout on a 
prominent corner. 
3 – Adverse effect on 
neighbouring occupiers 
regarding outlook, light and 
privacy. 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

169 6 11.10.17 17/00858 Cornerways, 2b Sydenham Avenue Demolition of the existing 
dwellinghouse and the erection of a 
part single, part two, part three storey 
building comprising 7 flats (3 one 
bedroom 4 two bedroom units) with 
associated car parking, landscaping 
and refuse and cycle storage. 

1 - Harm to character and 
appearance of the 
Conservation Area and Listed 
Heritage Asset, bulky, 
overlarge and incongruous. 
2 - Harmful to living conditions 
of occupiers of roof flat due to 
roof windows design. 
3 - Harmful to living conditions 
of adjoining occupiers as 
overbearing to garden. 

173 7 18.1.18 17/02629 Cornerways, Sydenham Avenue Sydenham Demolition of existing dwellinghouse 
and outbuildings and construction of a 
part 1.5, part 2 storey building 
comprising 4 two bedroom flats and 2 
one bedroom flats with associated 
parking, hard and soft landscaping, 
refuse and recycling. 

1 – Harmful due to dominant, 
incongruous building eroding 
the spacious character of the 
area, impacting on heritage 
assets. 

165 8 3.4.17 16/02764 Keswick House, 207A Anerley Road, Penge Rooftop extension to provide 2x1 
bedroom residential units. Alterations 
to existing entrance and mansard roof 
to left of entrance. 

1 – Proposal would be 
incongruous and visually 
awkward, not respecting its 
built context, adverse visual 
impact upon neighbours. 
3 – Harmful to living conditions 
of future residents due to 
internal space and outlook. 

123 9 26.1.18 17/01480 138 Birkbeck Road, Beckenham Demolition of existing garage and 
erection of a two storey end of terrace 
house adjacent to No. 138 with 
associated car parking and vehicle 
access onto Birkbeck Road. 

3 – Dwelling fails to meet the 
minimum national residential 
space standard requirements. 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

289 10 9.8.17 16/04224 85 Royston Road, Penge Construction of three storey building 
comprising 6 flats (2 no. one bedroom 
and 4 no. two bedroom flats) with 5 
car parking spaces. 

1 – Material harm due to 
ground floor design, sterile and 
utilitarian in stark contrast to 
surroundings. 
3 – Substantial harm to 
adjoining occupiers by 
overlooking. 

285 11 26.7.17 16/05374 2 Cator Road, Sydenham Erection of a new detached two bed 
dwelling on the land adjacent to No.2 
Cator Road and the conversion and 
alteration of the existing roof space at 
No.2 Cator Road. 

1 – Incongruous and cramped 
form of development. 
3 – Materially harmful to the 
living conditions of adjacent 
occupiers having regard to 
privacy. 

124 12 15.2.18 17/00068 Ripon House, 254 Croydon Road, Beckenham Demolition of existing garages and 
construction of 2 two bedroom 
detached dwellings with gardens, 
parking, refuse storage and bike 
storage. 

1 – Harmful effect, unbalanced 
appearance, harm to local 
spatial qualities by impact on 
existing trees. 
3 – Tree canopy would 
degrade the quality of open 
space, leading to pressure for 
harmful works. 

128 13 9.8.17 16/04982 Grangewood Lane, Beckenham Construction of a detached single 
storey 2 bedroom dwellinghouse with 
associated car parking, landscaping 
and refuse storage. 

3 – Substantial harm to 
adjoining occupiers due to 
height and close proximity 
causing an overbearing and 
oppressive effect. 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

243 14 23.5.17 16/04622 387 Upper Elmers End Road Sub-division of existing dwelling to 
create an additional two storey two 
bedroom dwellinghouse. 

1 – Harm to character of the 
area due to discordant feature, 
cramped proposal at odds with 
its surroundings. 
3 – Not adequate internal 
space to meet the needs of 
future occupants, does not 
meet national space standard. 

118 15 31.5.17 16/02218 3 Beckenham Road, Beckenham Construction of a part one/two/three 
storey upper level extension to 
provide an additional three storeys 
comprising 1 three bedroom, 6 two 
bedroom and 2 one bedroom flats 
with associated parking, landscaping, 
refuse and recycling. 

1 – Harm to setting of heritage 
assets – Conservation Area 
and war memorial. 

250 16 21.11.17 17/02089 372 Eden Park Avenue, Beckenham Demolition of single storey side 
projection at No.372 and erection of a 
two storey three bedroom end of 
terrace dwelling with hardstanding. 

1 – Discordant feature on 
limited wedge shaped plot. 
3 – Internal space is not 
adequate, substandard, 
outdoor space is unlikely to 
meet its needs. 

131 17 29.9.17 16/05794 13 Lea Road, Beckenham Erection of a new end of terrace 
dwelling and roof alterations to No.13 
Lea Road. 

1 – Cramped form of 
development on a prominent 
site. 
4 – Parking arrangement likely 
to have a severe effect on 
highway safety. 

129 18 22.9.17 16/04434 Patricks Bar, 5 High Street, Beckenham Construction of a first and second 
floor rear extension infilling the 
existing lightwell and reconfiguring the 
existing upper floor flats into 6no. 
studio flats. 

2 – Future occupiers – too 
small. 
3 – Living conditions of 
neighbours’ outlook and 
amenity. 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

135 19 15.2.18 17/00758 9-10 St. Clare Court, Foxgrove Avenue Conversion of basement storage into 
1 bedroom flat (resubmission of 
planning application reference: 
16/03932/FULL1). 

3 – Lack of adequate light for 
future occupiers; inadequate 
privacy for existing 
neighbouring occupiers. 

47 20 6.6.17 16/04574 81 Ravensbourne Avenue, Bromley Partial demolition of No. 81 with two 
storey rear extension. Erection of 2 
three bedroom semi-detached 
dwellings with external works and 
landscaping, including formation of 
hardstanding for car parking in front of 
existing and proposed dwellings. 

1- Harmful to the character 
and appearance of the area. 
An overdevelopment of the 
site. 
3- Harmful to the living 
conditions of future occupiers, 
would not achieve acceptable 
outdoor living space. 

332 22 28.2.18 17/00239 23 Durham Avenue Proposed two storey 4 bedroom 
dwelling at rear of 23 Durham Avenue 
fronting onto Lancaster Close with 
access, parking, associated 
landscaping, refuse, recycling and 
cycle storage. 

1 - Would not preserve or 
enhance the character and 
appearance of the 
conservation area. 

311 23 17.6.17 16/04629 16 Park Avenue, Bromley Erection of detached dwelling on land 
to the rear of 16 and 18 Park Avenue, 
Bromley. 

1 – Cramped and discordant in 
the street scene.  
2 – An alien form of 
development . 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

49 24 6.7.17 16/05184 27 London Road, Bromley Conversion of part basement to 
provide 3 one bedroom flats 
comprising reconstruction of existing 
rear single storey area to include 
basement floor, external rear lightwell 
area and access stairwell, alterations 
to layout of car parking and 
fenestration. 

3. Levels of sunlight and 
daylight would not be at a level 
which occupiers could 
reasonably expect to enjoy.  
Windows at close proximity 
could lead to direct overlooking 
between flats, amenity space 
would provide a dark, gloomy 
and constricted area for 
residents. The proposal would 
be harmful to the living 
conditions of future residents 
with regard to light, outlook, 
privacy and outdoor amenity 
space .  

324 27 7.4.17 16/02977 44 Westmoreland Road, Bromley Two storey rear extension, roof 
alterations and construction of side 
dormer together with conversion of 
building to provide 4 one bedroom 
and 3 two bedroom units. Car parking 
to front, bin stores, cycle stores, 
amenity space and associated 
landscaping. 

2.Harmful to the character and 
appearance of the area  by 
introducing a dense 
development of small flats.  
"Although there are some flats 
in the area, the conversion of 
this house in the manner 
proposed would run contrary to 
the established pattern of 
development in the locality and 
would undermine how the area 
functions in terms of the 
movement of people and 
vehicles, for example, as well 
as the identity of the 
immediate locality and sense 
of place." 
3. Would not provide 
satisfactory living conditions 
for all future occupants of the 
flats with particular regard to 
layout and outlook. 
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

319 28 13.12.17 17/00892 27-29 College Road, Bromley Erection of a four storey building to 
provide 1 x two bedroom self-
contained flat and 6 x one bedroom 
self-contained flats; the provision of a 
vehicular access; and four parking 
spaces. 

1.Out of character with its 
surroundings due to its design 
and scale.   
2. Would not complement the 
architectural character, form 
and scale of the surrounding 
area , would not integrate with 
the surrounding space or meet 
the principles of inclusive 
design.  Insufficient regard to 
the pattern of existing space in 
terms of scale. 
3. Harmful effect on the living 
conditions of adjoining 
occupiers in relation to outlook. 

56 29 1.12.17 17/01144 26 East Street, Bromley Demolition of existing outrigger and 
erection of a three storey rear 
extension to provide ground floor 
commercial use and 2 two bedroom 
flats with front dormer extension and 
elevational alterations. 

1 - The existing building makes 
a positive contribution to the 
character and appearance of 
the conservation area.  The 
proposal would have a harmful 
effect on the building and its 
contribution to the 
conservation area.  

60 30 26.2.18 17/01551 r/o Sherman Court, Palace Grove Erection of two storey building to 
provide 2 flats (1 x one bedroom and 
1 x two bedroom) with associated 
cycle and refuse storage and 
landscaping. 

3 – Would cause harm to the 
living conditions of nearby 
occupiers due to proximity of 
the building to windows and 
gardens. 

57 33 11.12.17 17/00754 Valet House, Old Homesdale Road Elevational alterations and change of 
use of building from garage on ground 
floor with first floor office to two 
bedroom self-contained dwelling with 
car parking and landscaping adjacent. 
PART RETROSPECTIVE 

3 - The proposal would fail to 
provide adequate living 
conditions with particular 
regard to the limited floorspace 
in bedrooms 1 and 2.  
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

55 34 1.12.17 17/02215 33 Great Elms Road, Bromley Construction of a replacement club 
house and two 3 bedroom detached 
houses with associated landscaping 
and parking. 

3- The effects on the residents 
both existing and future would 
be unacceptable. The 
residents of the proposed 
houses would not be provided 
with a suitable residential 
environment.  There would 
also be a greater degree of 
noise and disturbance to 
neighbouring residents.    

5 35 6.6.17 16/02251 102 Nightingale Lane, Bromley Erection of part subterranean 
detached 3 bedroom dwelling with 
associated access road at land of rear 
of 102 Nightingale Lane. 

1 – Adds significant bulk and 
mass causing adverse effect 
on openness. 
2 – Bulk and massing would 
be visible and prominent. 

22 36 8.3.18 16/03176 107 Plaistow Lane, Bromley Proposed demolition of existing 
property and the erection of a part 
two/ three storey building to host 9x 
two bedroom apartments, 14 parking 
spaces, bin and cycle storage 
(Application Refused:Appeal in 
Progress). 

1 - The loss of the non-
designated heritage asset 
would harm the character and 
appearance of the area.  The 
new building would harm the 
character and appearance of 
the area.   

21 39 27.2.18 17/03096 8 Page Heath Lane, Bickley Demolition of attached garage and 
erection of a two storey side and rear 
extension and conversion of house to 
form 6 two bedroom flats with 
associated car. 

1 - The proposed development 
would be harmful to the 
historic character and 
appearance of the existing 
building and would not 
preserve or enhance its 
character.   
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DCC Nov 
2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

259 41 6.7.17 16/05795 75 Mottingham Road, Mottingham Alteration and Conversion of the three 
bedroom flat at 288 Court Road 
(Royal Borough of Greenwich) into 
2No one bedroom flats, with one flat 
within the roof space over 288 Court 
Road and 75 A& B Mottingham Road, 
together with the construction of a 
dormer. 

3. Unsuitable internal living 
space with resultant harm to 
the living conditions of future 
residents. The  proposals 
would not include suitable 
provision for refuse, recycling 
and cycle storage for future 
residents of the flats. suitable 
provision has not been made 
for private open space in 
association with the proposal, 
with resultant harm to the living 
conditions of future residents. 

263 42 20.10.17 16/05544 5 Clarence Road, SE9 Two storey rear extension to no.5 
Clarence Road and Construction of 3-
bed end of terraced dwelling. 

1 - Would result in material 
harm to the character and 
appearance of the surrounding 
residential area. 
2 - Would not complement the 
scale, form or layout of 
adjacent buildings.  
3 - Material harm to the living 
conditions of the occupiers of 7 
Clarence Road, also the 
amenity space proposed would 
not provide satisfactory living 
conditions for future occupiers.  

85 45 21.4.17 16/02181 17 The Weald, Chislehurst Detached two storey 3 bedroom 
dwelling and associated parking on 
land to the rear of 17 The Weald, 
Chislehurst. 

3. Detrimental effect on living 
conditions of adjoining 
occupants.  The scale and 
massing of the proposal would 
have an enclosing effect and 
diminish the outlook available 
to the neighbour.  Increased 
noise and disturbance. 
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2018 Ref 

Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

11 48 10.10.17 17/00319 land adj Walsingham Lodge, Bickley Park Road, 
Bickley 

Erection of part two/part single storey 
building comprising 2 two bedroom 
flats. 

1- Harmful to the character 
and appearance of the area.  
Out of character in its 
surroundings.  The proposal 
would fail to preserve or 
enhance the character or 
appearance of the adjoining 
conservation area.   

293 56 18.5.17 16/05764 5 crossway, Petts Wood Proposed erection of a two storey two 
bedroom dwelling. 

1 - Would not respect and 
complement the established 
and individual qualities of the 
ASRC. 
2 - It would result in a large 
and over dominant roof 
extension.  

157 60 26.1.18 17/01626 2 Cotswold Rise, Orpington Demolition of existing dwelling and 
construction of 3 four bedroom 
detached dwellings, associated 
accesses and subdivision of the site 
curtilage into three separate gardens, 
parking, refuse storage and bike 
storage. 

1- The proposal would have an 
adverse effect on the character 
and appearance of the area. 
2- The scale of the proposed 
dwellings coupled with the 
close proximity of each 
dwelling to its neighbour, 
would create a relatively 
cramped appearance and 
overdeveloped feel to the 
proposed development.  
3- The proposal would fail to 
safeguard the living conditions 
of the neighbouring occupiers 
having regard to outlook and 
sunlight, and would not provide 
adequate accommodation, 
resulting in poor living 
conditions  for the future 
occupiers. 
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Site Number Date of Decision DC Ref      Address Description Details of Reason for Appeal 
Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
harm to:- 
1 = Character & Appearance 
2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

277 62 1.12.17 16/05062 23 The Drive, Orpington Sub-division of existing plot and 
construction of 3-bed 2 storey 
detached dwelling to the rear of no.23 
The Drive, with 2 car parking spaces 
with access from The Avenue. 

1- A detrimental effect on the 
character of the area. 
2 - The proposal would provide 
a small and restricted plot 
which would appear unduly 
cramped and constrained 
within its site and would be 
contrary to the spacious 
character which prevails.  
3 -The 3rd bedroom would fall 
below the nationally described 
space standards and therefore 
the proposal would not provide 
a suitable standard of 
accommodation.  

303 63 1.12.17 17/01588 24 Keswick Road, Orpington Demolition of existing dwelling and 
detached garage at rear, and erection 
of 2 two storey 4 bedroom semi-
detached dwellings with 
accommodation in roofspace, 
associated accesses and 4 car 
parking spaces (Outline). 

1 - The proposed semi-
detached houses would be 
incongruous and would stand 
out as an overly dominant and 
uncharacteristic form of 
development.  
2 - The layout and form of the 
proposed development would 
dominate its corner location 
and would not complement the 
established pattern of 
development in the locality. 
3 -The loss of outlook and light 
would have a material adverse 
effect on the living conditions 
of adjoining occupiers.  
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Dismissal 
Key for Reasons for Dismissal – 
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2 = Design, Size, Layout 
3 = Living Conditions 
4 = Other 

306 64 28.2.18 17/00618 69 Broomhill Road, Orpington Proposed outline permission in 
respect of access, layout and scale 
for the demolition of an existing 
dwelling and the development of a 
7x2 bedroom, 4 storey development 
with associated parking, refuse 
facilities and landscaping. 

1 - At odds with the character 
and appearance of the appeal 
site.  Would cause significant 
harm to the character and 
appearance of the area.  
2 - The proximity of buildings 
to their side boundaries and 
their overall scale and mass 
would result in development 
that would appear unduly 
dominant and overly prominent 
on the site within the street 
scene.   Would not represent a 
high quality design.  
3 - Loss of privacy to 
neighbouring properties.  Harm 
to outlook of neighbouring 
properties by being 
overbearing. harm to living 
conditions also due to noise 
and general disturbance.  

281 65 8.2.18 17/01825 land r/o 148-152 High Street, Orpington Detached two storey building 
comprising 1 two bedroom and 1 one 
bedroom flats with private amenity 
space, external staircase, cycle and 
refuse stores and associated 
landscaping. 

2- The outlook for premises 
north of the site would be 
unduly contained and would be 
of an unacceptable, poor 
quality.  As a result the 
proposed design does not 
reach the standard sought 
locally or nationally. 
3 - Unacceptable reduction in 
the quality of outlook. 
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Dismissal 
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272 67 5.9.17 16/03949 1 Walnuts Road, Orpington Erection of a two storey two bedroom 
end of terrace house with associated 
car parking at rear. 

1 - Incongruous in the street 
scene.  uncharacteristic of the 
prevailing pattern of 
development.  Harmful to the 
character and appearance of 
the area.  
2- The development would not 
take account of the form, 
structure and scale of existing 
spaces, streetscene and 
surrounding buildings.  
3 -The layout would not 
respect and ensure living 
conditions for future occupants 
(bedrooms would not meet the 
nationally described space 
standards and would not 
provide a high quality layout).  

276 68 23.11.17 17/00282 1 Walnuts Road, Orpington Two storey two bedroom end-of-
terrace house on land adjacent to 1 
Walnuts Road with associated car 
parking to rear, and first floor rear 
extension to 1 Walnuts Road. 

1 – Discordant feature; 
cramped on site, unduly 
prominent. 

278 69 15.12.17 17/02452 26 Walnuts Road, Orpington 2 two storey semi-detached 3 
bedroom dwellings including 
accommodation in the roofspace with 
2 car parking spaces and new 
vehicular access on land adjacent to 
No.26 Walnuts Road. 

1 - Given the generous side 
separation at present, the 
development would appear 
cramped and squeezed in - 
would depart from the spatial 
character of the area, would 
appear discordant. 
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80 70 27.2.18 17/00647 7 Windsor Drive, Orpington Demolition of existing garages and 
erection of terrace of 3 three storey 2 
bedroom dwellings, each with integral 
garage, vehicular access from The 
Meadway and second floor front 
terrace, on land to the rear of 7 and 9 
Windsor Drive and adjacent to 1 The 
Meadway. 

3 - Does not respect the 
amenity of occupiers of 
neighbouring buildings, does 
not provide adequate private 
or communal amenity space - 
harmful to the living conditions 
of future occupants.  
 

Footnotes: 
(i) Column 'DCC November 2018 Ref' provides a cross reference to the first column of a published report to 
Bromley Council Development Control Committee on 6/11/12018 Agenda Item 6 Appendix 1, which shows all types 
of appeal decision 
https://cds.bromley.gov.uk/documents/s50064254/PLANNING%20APPEALS%20MONITORING%20REPORT%20-
%20APRIL%202017%20to%20MARCH%202018%20-%20UPDATE%20-%20Report.pdf  
(ii) Column 'Site Number' provides a cross reference to the accompanying map showing the location of the site. 
(iii) DC Ref provides the Council's application reference.  This can be input into the Council's website to obtain full 
details of the application 
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Small sites in Bromley Borough 
 
 
Comparison of total number of dwellings dismissed on appeal in 2017/2018 with 
small sites capacity increase from 2013 London SHLAA to 2017 London SHLAA 
 
 
 

 

Bromley Borough 

 

 

 

Small Site capacity 2017 London SHLAA 
(table 9.3) (Annual) 

 

 

1029 

 

Small Site capacity 2013 London SHLAA 
(table 3.16) (Annual) 

 

 

352 

 

Difference above 2017/2013 SHLAA 

 

677 

 

 

Total Bromley Borough Small Sites 
dismissed on Appeal year 2017/18 
(source – LBB derived from 6.11/2018 
Committee Report) 

 

 

225 
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Appendix 3c 
 
Extract from Bromley Draft Local Plan (2016) (Now at examination stage). 
 
Bromley Draft Local Plan Policy 37 and Proposed Main Modification to Draft Local 
Plan Policy 37 
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Appendix 4 
 
Extract from LB Bromley 2017 5YHLS Paper – Completions on small sites 
2007/08 – 2016/17 
 
 

 Small 
sites 

Large 
Sites  

NSC 
units  

Annual 
target 

Cumulative 
target 

Total Cumulative 
total 

2007/08 370 343  485 485 713 713 

2008/09 369 136  485 970 505 1218 

2009/10 245 313  485 1455 558 1776 

2010/11 309 446  485 1940 755 2531 

2011/12 385 261  500 2440 646 3177 

2012/13 235 292  500 2940 527 3704 

2013/14 180 515  500 3440 695 4399 

2014/15 167 259  500 3940 426 4825 

2015/16 315 433 -11 

 

641 4581 737 5562 

2016/17 528 330 75 

 

641 5222 933 6495 

Table 1 Completions 2007/08-2016/17 
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